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THE EFFICACY OF PREPARED VIDEOPROGRAM S AN D
PERSONAL CONFERENCES IN PARENT EDUCATION
FOR LANGUAGE INTERVENTION

Candis M . Warner, Ed.D.
W estern Michigan University, 1 9 9 3

This study was undertaken to examine the effectiveness of using
prepared videoprograms and personal conferences to educate parents in
the use of indirect language stimulation techniques with children who
have delays in speech and language developm ent.

The efficacy of three

methods to teach mothers to use facilitative com m unicative behaviors
with their children was assessed by analyzing tape recorded language
samples of 6 0 mothers conversing w ith their preschool children before
and after their participation in one of three treatm ent conditions.
three treatm ents in the study were:

The

(1) viewing the 30-m inute video

program, Let's Talk:

First Steps to Conversation. (2) view ing the video

program, Let's Talk:

First Steps to Conversation and participating in a

15-m inute follow -up discussion with a professional, and (3) participating
in a 30-m in ute personal conference w ith a professional regarding the
content of the videoprogram viewed by the other tw o groups. A control
group of mothers receiving none of the treatm ents betw een the tw o
audiotaped sessions was also included.
The questions explored in this study were:
1.

Are prepared videoprograms effective in changing the verbal

behavior of mothers with their preschool children who have speech and
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language delays?
2.

Does the addition of a follow -up discussion increase the e ffe c

tiveness of a prepared videoprogram in changing the verbal behavior of
m others w ith their preschool children who have speech and language
delays?
3.

Is a single

personal

instructional

conference

effective

in

changing the verbal behavior of mothers with their preschool children
w ho have delayed speech and language development?
M others w ho participated in a follow -up discussion w ith a profes
sional after view ing the videoprogram and mothers who received a 3 0 m inute conference with a professional significantly reduced their use of
negative verbal behaviors with their preschool children when compared
w ith a control group.

There was no evidence to suggest th at the m oth

ers in any of the treatm ent groups increased their number of positive
verbal behaviors.

It w as concluded that interactions with professionals

(e.g., speech language pathologists, psychologists, educators) seem to
be critically important to the success of programs designed to promote
change in the verbal behaviors of mothers w ith their preschool children.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND A N D STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Background of the Problem

Although most children learn to effectively comprehend and use
the rules of language, approxim ately 5 % of the total population including
about 1 0 % of the children in elem entary school have com m unication
disorders of various types and severity (O w ens, 1 9 8 8 ).

The fact th at

large numbers of children face problems related to delayed or disordered
speech and language skills has prompted numerous professionals, includ
ing psychologists, speech language pathologists, and educators, to seek
causes and to design effective treatm ent strategies for language dis
orders (Callanan, 1 99 1).

Importance of Parents in Language Developm ent

Parents or caregivers are considered to be im portant contributors
to

th e

developm ent

A insw orth,

197 2;

Schirmer, 1 9 8 9 ).

of

speech

Bernstein

&

and

language

Tiegerm an,

in

1989;

children

(Bell

O w ens,

&

1988;

There are certain identifiable behaviors parents can

use w ith their children that social interactionist theorists believe facilitate
children's language developm ent (Tannock & Girolametto, 1 9 9 2 ).

For

example, the use of open-ended questions (e.g., "W hy is he sad?") and
expansions of children's utterances are recommended

(e.g., child—"fall

1
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d o w n ," adult--"the blocks are falling dow n").

See Chapter II, Optimal

Parent-Child Interactions, for further discussion of these behaviors.

Need for Parent Education in Language Intervention

Some research has suggested th at the com m unicative environ
m ent of children with language delays is different than th a t of norm ally
developing children (Cram blit & Siegel, 1 97 7; Petersen & Sherrod, 1 9 8 2 ;
Tannock, 1 9 8 8 ; Tiegerman & Siperstein, 1 9 8 4 ; W hitehurst, N ovack, &
Zorn, 1 9 7 2 ). These studies suggest th at mothers of normally developing
children are more responsive w hen interacting w ith their children, while
m others of children with language delay are more directive.
Some

researchers

have

suggested

th at

changes

in

parents'

com m unicative behaviors w ith their children have im pact on the chil
dren's subsequent speech and language developm ent (Akhtar, Dunham ,
& Dunham , 1 9 9 1 ; Feldman, Case, Rincover, Towns, & Betel,

1989;

M ervis & M ervis, 1 9 8 8 ; Morris & Warner, 198 6; Scherer & O lsw ang,
1 9 8 4 ).

W hitehurst, Falco et al. (1 9 8 8 ) reported th at w hen parents

increased their use of indirect language stimulation techniques (e.g.,
expansions and open-ended questions), their children (both normally
developing and delayed) showed significant improvem ent in expressive
and receptive vocabulary.

Effectiveness of Parent Education in Language Intervention

A number of educational programs to help parents facilitate their
children's language developm ent have been recently developed (Banigan
& M ervis, 198 8; Klein, Briggs, & Huffm an, 1 9 8 8 ; M acDonald, 1 9 8 9 ;
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M ahoney & Powell, 198 6; Manolson, 1 9 8 5 ; W eistuch & Lewis, 1 9 8 5 ).
Although several studies designed to evaluate the effectiveness of these
and other parent education programs have suggested th at m others tend
to be more responsive, less directive, and more sensitive to their children
follow ing instruction (Tannock & Girolametto, 1 9 9 2 ), the effectiveness
o f parent education programs has not been dem onstrated in any system 
atic m anner (Banigan & M ervis, 198 8; Fey, 1 9 8 6 ).

Prepared Videotaped Recordings and Parent
Education in Language Intervention

M ost programs developed to educate parents to play a role in the
habilitation of their children's language developm ent use videoprograms
as instructional tools (Banigan & M ervis,
M acDonald,

1989;

M ahoney

Weistuch & Lewis, 1 9 8 5 ).

&

Powell,

1988;
1 98 6;

Klein et al.,

1988;

Manolson,

1 98 5;

Other instructional methods used in these

programs include lectures, individual and group discussions, and w ritten
materials; these methods typically require more time from the clinician
than the use o f videoprograms for educational purposes.
The use of video continues to increase, given the camcorder, the
com puter chip, laser technology, and innovations including interactive
video. The ability to produce better quality video productions at a lower
cost has encouraged more widespread use of advanced technology in
research, training, and therapy (Dow rick, 1 9 9 1 ). Again, because of their
convenience and cost effectiveness, videoprograms have become in
creasingly popular with administrators and clinicians (Brightman, Baker,
Clark, & Ambrose, 1 9 8 2 ).

It has been assumed by some professionals
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th a t by view ing the videotapes, w ith or w ithout accompanying training
or materials, parents will learn and apply, w ith their own children,
the indirect language stimulation techniques discussed in the video
programs (Banigan & Mervis, 1 98 8; Warner, 1 9 9 1 ).

However, as for

parent education programs in general, little research has been com pleted
to evaluate the effectiveness of prepared videoprograms for parent
education in language intervention (Banigan & M ervis, 1 9 8 8 ).

Pilot Study

A pilot study led to the developm ent of this project. Three groups
of subjects participated in the pilot study.

The subjects w ere parents of

children who received speech and language services at the Charles
Van Riper Language Hearing Clinic at Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Their children were from 3 to 6 years of age and

w ere diagnosed w ith delayed expressive language developm ent; 5 5 % of
the children also exhibited delays in the developm ent of articulation
skills.

The delays in speech and language developm ent could not be

attributed exclusively to mental retardation or hearing impairment, and all
the children w ere able to express at least tw o to three word utterances.
Thirty parents, 7 fathers and 2 3 mothers, w ere assigned to tw o
experim ental groups and one control group. All parents w ere audiotaped
conversing w ith their children for 15 minutes on tw o occasions, 1 w eek
apart.

Imm ediately following the first audiotaped session, Group

view ed the videoprogram, Let's Talk:

1

First Steps to Conversation.

Group 2 view ed the same videoprogram and also participated in a 15minute follow -up discussion with a professional regarding the content of
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the videoprogram .

Group 3, a control group, did not participate in a

parent education program betw een the tw o audiotaped play sessions.
One w eek after the parents' first audiotaped play session, all parents
w ere again audiotaped conversing w ith their children for 15 minutes
while playing w ith the same materials in the same room as they did
during the initial audiotaped session. A trained observer took contextual
notes and used them to assist in the transcription and coding of the
language samples collected from the parents during the tw o audiotaped
sessions.

The transcripts w ere coded for 12 verbal behaviors discussed

and modeled in the videoprogram.

Differences in each of the three

groups of parents' frequency o f use of the 12 targeted verbal behaviors
w ere statistically analyzed. The parents w ere aw are th at the study w as
designed to assess the effectiveness of tw o

educational strategies;

however, there was no evidence to suggest that they significantly
changed their verbal behaviors with their children following either of the
tw o treatm ent conditions used in this pilot study.
This pilot study prompted further questions regarding the medium
of video, especially the use of prepared videoprograms, for purposes of
parent education in language intervention. The pilot study also stim ulat
ed interest in comparing the effectiveness of educational videoprograms
in the promotion of skill acquisition with the effectiveness of live delivery
of the same educational material.

Importance of the Study

Parent involvem ent in intervention programs designed to facilitate
the

developm ent

of

speech

and

language

skills

in

children

with

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

com m unication disorders is considered critical to the success of lan
guage intervention programs (Andrew s & Andrew s, 1 9 9 0 ; Manolson,
1 9 8 5 ).

Therefore, it is im portant to study how to best educate and

involve parents in the intervention process.
Clinical

practitioners

working

with

families

of

children

with

com m unication disorders and other disabilities need strategies and tools
th a t have been empirically shown to be effective.

The current study

w as designed to provide psychologists, speech-language pathologists,
counselors, educators, and others who are interested in fostering e ffe c
tive parent-child communication w ith information useful for planning
fam ily interventions.

Understanding the efficacy of using videoprograms

and professional conferences as strategies to facilitate the acquisition of
indirect language stimulation techniques may also help service providers
determ ine appropriate combinations of educational interventions w ith
families o f children who experience language delays.

Statem ent of the Problem

The present research was designed to investigate the im pact of
view ing a prepared videoprogram, with or w ithout follow -up discussions,
on the frequency of maternal use of indirect language stimulation tech
niques w ith children with language impairments.

In addition, the investi

gation addressed the effects of an individual conference w ith a profes
sional on the frequency of maternal use of targeted verbal behaviors
w ith their children.
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Research Questions

Critical issues regarding the efficacy of videoprogram s and the
roles of professionals in parent education in language intervention have
not been adequately addressed.

This research has been designed to

address questions which can provide relevant inform ation applicable to
the developm ent and implementation of educational programs for par
ents. The research questions are listed below.
1.

Are videoprograms designed for parent education effective in

changing the verbal behavior of mothers w ith their preschool children
w ho have delayed language development?
2.

Does a follow -up discussion w ith a professional enhance the

effectiveness of these videoprograms in changing the verbal behavior of
mothers w ith their preschool children who have delayed language devel
opment?
3.

Are these videoprograms more effective than an individual

conference with a professional in changing the verbal behavior of m oth
ers w ith their preschool children who have delayed language develop
ment?

Research Hypotheses

The focus of the study was to evaluate the efficacy o f video
programs and single instructional conferences w ith a professional in
changing m others' verbal behavior w ith their preschool children with
language delays.

It could be reasonably predicted, based on the litera

ture, th a t videoprograms would be as effective as other instructional
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m ethods and th a t the addition of a follow -up discussion w ith a profes
sional regarding the content of the videoprogram would enhance the
effectiveness

of

the

videoprogram

in

increasing

the

frequency

of

m aternal use of targeted verbal behaviors.
Hypothesis 1: Mothers who view ed a videoprogram designed for
parent education in language intervention would use more indirect lan
guage stimulation techniques w ith their preschool children than mothers
w ho did not view the videoprogram.
Hypothesis 2 : M others who view ed the videoprogram and partici
pated in a follow -up discussion w ith a professional would use more
indirect language stimulation techniques w ith their children than mothers
w ho view ed the videoprogram and did not participate in a follow -up
conference w ith a professional.
Hypothesis 3 : M others w ho view ed the videoprogram and partici
pated in a follow -up discussion w ith a professional would use more
indirect language stimulation techniques than mothers who participated
in a single 30-m inute conference w ith a professional.

Definition of Terms

Indirect language stimulation technique:

A term

used

for a

num ber of behaviors used by adults to facilitate language developm ent.
These behaviors include:

(a) com m enting on w h at the child sees or

does, (b) using open-ended questions, (c) adding additional relevant
w ords to a child’s utterance, and (d) repeating the child's utterance and
adding additional relevant w ords to the utterance.

In contrast, demands

for responses or a question requiring a single word response would not
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normally be considered indirect language stimulation techniques.
Expansion:

An indirect language stimulation technique in which

the adult expands on the child's utterance with additional relevant
words.

For example, when the child says, "a bird," the adult says, "a

big, brown bird."
Follow-up discussion:

A 15-m inute session in which the m other

and a professional person (a speech-language pathologist, an educator,
or a psychologist) discuss the content of the videoprogram, Let's Talk:
First Steps to Conversation. There is opportunity for the professional to
answ er questions or model behaviors for the mother.

An outline for the

script of the follow-up discussions is contained in Appendix E.
Linguistic environm ent:

The language heard in an individual's

surroundings (e.g., home, playground).
Naturally occurring con text: Those environments or settings that
are m ost likely to occur naturally w ithout unusual structuring.

For

example, feeding, bathing, and play activities naturally occur in most
children's environments.
Personal individual conference: A 30-m inute session in w hich the
m other and a professional person (a speech-language pathologist, an
educator, or a psychologist) discuss the content of the videoprogram ,
Let's Talk:

First Steps to Conversation.

There is opportunity for the

professional to answer questions and model targeted behaviors for the
mother. An outline for the script of the personal conference is contained
in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of Chapter II is to review literature from several
disciplines regarding (a) parents and language developm ent, (b) educa
tional programs for parents of children w ith language delay, (c) video
programs

in adult education

and

parent education,

and

(d) video

programs, parents, and language intervention.

Parents and Language Developm ent

M ost studies of child developm ent and parent-child interactions
have emphasized the importance of the language environm ent from the
tim e

of the

child's

birth

(Bell

&

Ainsworth,

1 97 2;

Bruner,

1 97 5;

Colombo, O'Brien, Mitchell, Roberts, & Horowitz, 1 9 8 7 ; Hirsh-Pasek et
al., 1 98 7; Kuhl & M eltzoff, 1 9 8 8 ; K. Nelson, 1 9 8 1 ; Shatz & Gelman,
1 97 3; Snow, Perlmann, & Nathan, 1 9 8 7 ).

Parents or caregivers are

considered important contributors to children's speech and language
developm ent (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1 9 9 0 ).
The social-interactionist theories of language developm ent suggest
that language is learned in dynam ic social interactions involving the
children and the mature language users in their environm ent (Bloom &
Lahey, 1 9 7 8 ; Bruner, 1975; McLean & Snyder-McLean, 1 9 7 8 ).
tion,

many researchers argue th at certain

identifiable

In addi

behaviors by

10
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parents are important for facilitating their children's language develop
m ent (Tannock & Girolametto, 1 9 9 2 ).

Optimal Parent-Child Interactions

Typically, interactions th a t are optimal for language acquisition
include a caregiver willing to interact with the child in a style congruent
w ith and responsive to the child's current focus of attention, interests,
and developm ental abilities (Tannock & Girolametto,

1 9 9 2 ).

These

interactions, which are controlled by or dependent on the child's be
havior are termed contingent interactions (Dunst, 1 9 8 1 ).

Contingent

speech includes repeating the child's utterances, expanding the child's
utterances (e.g., child—"ball,"

ad u lt-"c a tc h the ball"), and recasting

(e.g., c h ild -"h e eated it," adult--"he ate it").

Contingent strategies

provide opportunities for children to contrast their productions with
those of their parents (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1 9 9 0 ; K. Nelson, 1 9 8 1 ; Snow,
1 9 8 3 ).

To foster children's developm ent of early communicative, social-

interactional,

and linguistic skills, several techniques are suggested.

They include (a) responding to the child's focus of attention, (b) com 
menting on activities of the child, (c) using contingent labeling, (d)
expanding or extending child's utterances, and (e) decreasing directive
ness (Klein et al., 1988; M acDonald, 1 98 9; M ahoney & Powell, 1 98 6;
M anolson, 1 9 7 9 ).

Parents of Children W ith Language Delay

Some research has suggested that the linguistic environm ent of
children

w ith

language

delays

is

different

from

that

of

normally
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developing children (Cramblit & Siegel, 1 97 7; Petersen & Sherrod, 1 9 8 2 ;
Tannock, 1 9 8 8 ; Tiegerman & Siperstein, 1 9 8 4 ; W hitehurst et al., 1 9 7 2 ;
W hitehurst, Fischel et al., 1 9 8 8 ). These studies suggest th at mothers of
normal children are more responsive when interacting w ith their children,
w hereas mothers of children with language delay are more directive.
Tiegerm an and Siperstein (1 9 8 4 ) noted that approxim ately 8 0 % of the
m aternal utterances presented to their language disordered children in a
dyadic interaction were not semantically related to the child's vocal,
verbal, or nonverbal behavior.
It should be noted that studies attem pting to find a correlation
betw een parent input and effect on language delay have not been able
to determ ine the direction of effect (Bates, Bretherton, Breegly-Sm ith, &
M cN ew , 1 9 8 2 ; Schaffer, 1 9 8 9 ).

According to Tannock and Girolam etto

(1 9 9 2 ), the pattern of effect is circular; the difficulties experienced by
children w ith delays in language acquisition are related to attentional,
memory, or other processing deficits which cause the children to give
inadequate feedback to their caregivers.

These inadequate cues prom pt

the adult to use interactive techniques which may be less than optimal
or facilitative of language acquisition.
Regardless of the causation of the children's language delays,
parents are in a critical position to serve as im portant intervention agents
w ith their young children (Tannock & Girolametto, 1 9 9 2 ).

Parents or

caregivers have more frequent and extensive contact w ith children than
do professionals and are usually highly m otivated to help their children
develop new skills.
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According to N. Nelson (1 9 9 3 ), for very young children w ith
disabilities, an important target of the intervention process m ay be
assessm ent and enhancem ent of the facilitative characteristics of paren
tal com m unicative interactions in naturally occurring contexts

(e.g.,

playing, bathing, and eating).

Parents as Agents of Change in Language Developm ent

The accordance of child language developm ent with changes in
parent-child

interactions

has

been

proposed

by

numerous

authors.

W hitehurst, Falco et al. (1 9 8 8 ) suggested that the normal behavior of
m ost parents is not necessarily optimal.

They found th at educating

parents to use child-directed speech in natural contexts w as sufficient to
induce expressive language developm ent in normal and language delayed
children.
w hen

Akhtar et al., (1 9 9 1 ) also found that maternal directiveness

interacting

with very young

children

is correlated w ith

slow

vocabulary development; the frequency of m other's following the child's
conversational or attentional lead correlated significantly w ith a produc
tive vocabulary measure taken 9 months later.

In addition, Scherer and

O lsw ang (1 9 8 4 ) suggested there is an apparent relationship betw een the
use of expansions and imitations by mothers and subsequent use of the
models spontaneously by children.
Other researchers have also reported results w hich indicate adult
speech addressed to young children has significant im pact on the child's
subsequent language developm ent (Barnes, Gutfreund, Satterly, & Wells,
1 9 8 3 ; de Villiers, 1 98 5; Feldman et al., 1 98 9; Mervis & M ervis, 1 9 8 8 ;
Morris & Warner, 1 9 8 6 ).
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In summary, parent involvem ent may be a critical com ponent of
effective intervention programs for children experiencing difficulties in
language developm ent.

Therefore, the question of how to best educate

and involve parents in the intervention process w ith their children is
param ount.

Education Programs for Parents of
Children W ith Language Delay

Numerous programs for parents have been developed using a
variety of approaches in attem pts to help parents develop interactive
styles which facilitate developm ent of children's language skills (Banigan
& M ervis,

1988;

Klein et al., 1 9 8 8 ; M acDonald,

1 98 9; M ahoney &

Powell, 1 9 8 6 ; Manolson, 1 9 8 5 ; Morris & Warner, 1 9 8 6 ; W eistuch &
Lewis, 1 9 8 5 ). These programs all include training which encourages the
use of the techniques listed previously as optimal parent-child inter
actions (Tannock & Girolametto, 1 9 9 2 ).
Tannock

and

Girolametto

(1 9 9 2 )

summarized

the

results

of

several studies designed to evaluate the effectiveness of parent educa
tion programs which focus on improving parent-child interactions.

The

findings consistently indicated that following these programs, mothers
tended to increase their use of indirect language stimulation techniques.
Fey (1 9 8 6 ) also summarized the results of several studies which
used parents as interventionists and indicated successful subsequent
outcom es for the children’s early language developm ent.

However, Fey

suggested th a t the effectiveness of parent education in language inter
vention has not been proven.

According to Tannock and Girolametto
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(1 9 9 2 ), the recent developm ent of these programs is a factor in the
uncertainty about efficacy.

There is an apparent need to evaluate the

effects of treatm ent and education programs as a whole, as well as to
investigate the particular effects of program features on parent and child
behavior.
Existing parent education programs take many forms, including
lecture form ats, therapist directed groups, individual conferences w ith
therapists, parent manuals, and other w ritten materials and videotapes
w ith and w ithout additional instruction by professionals.

M ost programs

use videotapes as instructional tools to help parents learn to stim ulate
language developm ent using a more responsive, less directive approach
w ith their children (Tannock & Girolametto, 1 9 9 2 ).

Although concerns

about cost and effectiveness exist (Banigan & Mervis, 1 9 8 8 ), there is
general professional support for the use of prepared videoprograms in
parent education (Warner, 1 9 9 1 ).

Videoprograms in Adult Education and Parent Education

Commercially prepared videoprograms have been in use for several
decades in various educational settings. Thousands of instructional films
and videos have been produced (Clark, 1 9 8 3 ).

The proclamation that

"the medium is the message," w idely discussed in the 1 9 6 0 s m ay now
seem irrelevant, although the effe c t of video technology on society is
irrevocable (Dowrick, 1 9 9 1 ).

Although the efficacy of videoprograms as

educational tools as compared with other forms of instruction has been
w idely studied, systematic evaluation of commercially prepared didactic
film or video material has been rare (Dow rick, 1 9 9 1 ).
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Schram m (1 9 6 2 ) noted that when videorecording became avail
able in the 1 9 5 0 s , it was seized upon by educators, w ith hundreds of
studies concluding that learning from video was as effective as face-toface instruction.

More recent studies comparing videotape instruction

w ith other forms of education also indicate th at prepared videoprograms
are not only an effective means of presenting material to be understood
and retained by adults in a variety of learning environments (Levenson &
Morrow, 1 9 8 7 ; Lipson & Brown, 1 9 9 1 ; Schare, Dunn, Clark, Soled, &
Gilman, 1 9 9 1 ), but also of promoting changes in behavior of the view ers
(Mir, Marshall, Evans, Hall, & Duthie, 1 98 4; Price et al., 1 9 9 1 ).

Accord

ing to Dow rick (1 9 9 1 ), video modeling is well documented in the re
search literature as a powerful intervention in its ow n right.

Nonethe

less, it is typically combined w ith other educational strategies.

Some

studies revealed that although videoprograms w ere effective in educa
tion, the addition of other educational treatm ents enhanced learning by
participants (Levenson & Morrow, 198 7; Porter, 1 9 9 1 ).
Videoprograms are often designed to add to the view er's know l
edge base (e.g., history of psychology), to influence attitudes (e.g., the
use of animals in research), and to promote skill developm ent (e.g.,
counseling techniques; communication techniques for parents) (Dow rick,
1 9 9 1 ).

According to Dowrick, some videoprograms designed for the

promotion of skill developm ent also educate about facts and influence
attitudes. The learning of facts, concepts, and problem solving seems to
require a different process than the learning of a skill (Gagne, 1 9 6 5 );
therefore, the following review is limited to those studies related to
promotion of behavior change by means of videoprograms.
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17
Videoproaram s and Behavior Change in Adult Education

According to Dowrick (1 9 9 1 ), modeling is the process by w hich
an individual (the model) serves to illustrate behavior th at can be imi
tated or adapted in the thoughts, attitudes, or overt behaviors of another
individual (the observer). The model may be live, filmed, or described in
any other m edium. A modeling procedure usually focuses on the skill to
be learned, the context for its use, and its consequences.
Bandura (1 9 7 7 ) listed four components th at affect observational
learning:

(1) attention to modeled events, (2) retention of w h a t is

observed, (3) ability to replicate modeled behaviors, and (4) m otivation
to reproduce those behaviors.

According to Dow rick (1 9 9 1 ), the use of

similar models, multiple models, and dem onstrations of skill perform 
ances from beginning to mastery all help prom ote skill acquisition.
Videoprogram s have been used w idely in counseling and psychol
ogy for training counselors in basic skills of counseling (Ivey, 1 9 8 3 ).

In

addition, prepared videoprograms have had numerous applications in
treatm ent and research, including important w ork by Kagan and Kagan
(1 9 9 0 ) and Carkhuff (1 9 8 7 ).

Some research regarding the use of pre

pared videoprograms for education in the behavioral sciences has indi
cated th at the status of the individual who is modeling is im portant in
the success of student acquisition of counseling skills.

The m odel's

perceived higher status may be a negative factor in the learner's attain
m ent of modeled skills (McCullagh, 1 9 8 6 ).

For example, a teaching film,

Three Approaches to Psychotherapy, with

C. Rogers,

F. Peris, and

A. Ellis each working w ith "Gloria," the client, typically serves more as
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an inform ational film rather than as one in which skill acquisition is
expected from the view ers.

The perceived discrepancy betw een the

trainee counselors and the expert therapists used in the film is too great
for effective training of skills through modeling, according to W einrach
(1 9 8 6 ).
In a prison setting, Hosford, George, Moss, and Urban (1 9 7 5 )
conducted a study designed to determ ine the effects of tw o types of inservice training, live and videotape instruction, on the subsequent acqui
sition of knowledge and counseling skills of correctional staff assigned to
w o rk w ith incarcerated adult offenders.

The live training proved to be

more effective on only one o f the five criterion variables; the authors
concluded th a t videotaped training programs should be equally effective
as live training sessions for promoting desired counseling skills.
and

Attkisson

(1 9 8 5 )

investigated

effectiveness

Zw ick

of prepared video

programs used in an orientation of new clients to psychotherapy.

The

group w ho view ed the tape showed a greater decrease in self-reported
sym ptom s than the control group after 1 month.
Studies in the medical field have found videotaped dem onstrations
and instruction to be as effective as live instruction in teaching clinical
m ethods to medical students and nurses (M cNaull, McLees, Belyea, &
Clipp, 1 9 9 2 ; M ir et al., 1 9 8 4 ).

Schoonover, Bassuk, Smith, and Gaskill

(1 9 8 3 ) found th a t dramatic videos w ere even more effective in influenc
ing skill acquisition than live role plays for training health care personnel
to handle psychiatric emergencies.

Prepared videoprograms have been

found to be as effective as live and w ritten instruction in changing cli
ents' or patients' behaviors in antismoking interventions, general medical
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practice, diabetes care, and asthma care (Price e t al., 1 9 9 1 ; Probert,
Frisby, & Mayberry, 1 99 1).
Clearly, videoprograms are w idely used in various adult educa
tional contexts and have been found to be valid educational tools.

In

fact, in some settings, videoprograms surpass other educational strate
gies, including personal instruction, in effectiveness (M cNaull et al.,
1 9 9 2 ).

Videoproqram s and Behavior Change in Parent Education

The efficacy of videotapes specifically developed to educate and
change the behavior of parents with their families has been studied in a
variety o f parent-child milieus.
Birchwood, Smith, and Cochrane (1 9 9 2 ) compared three methods
of delivering an educational intervention for families living w ith a schizo
phrenic relative in terms of their efficacy in improving understanding and
promoting fam ily and patient well-being. The authors suggested th a t the
significant improvements noted in the social function of all three groups
indicates that videoprograms are as effective in increasing knowledge
and promoting behavior change as lecture/group discussion or the provi
sion of w ritten information.
Another example of the success of prepared video modeling tapes
w as dem onstrated by O 'Dell, O 'Q uinn, Alford, Bradlyn, and Gibenhaim
(1 9 8 2 ) in a study designed to compare the effectiveness of a w ritten
training manual, a prepared audiotape, and a prepared videoprogram . All
training methods w ere found to be comparably successful.
the

videoprogram

dem onstrated

a superior ability

to

train

However,
parents
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possessing a wide range of individual characteristics.
Other research has suggested positive behavior changes following
education by means of videoprograms, with or w ithout accom panying
professional conferences.

For example, W ebster-Stratton (1 9 8 1 ) studied

videotaped modeling as a method of training parents to use effective
play techniques, to set appropriate limits, to handle misbehaviors, and to
com m unicate verbally and nonverbally such positive feelings as accept
ance, enjoym ent, and interest to a child.

She reported significant be

havioral changes in a group of mothers who attended videotape m odel
ing sessions as compared to a group of mothers who w ere on a waiting
list control group.
W ebster-Stratton (1 9 8 4 ) also conducted a randomized trial of tw o
parent-training programs for families with children who have conduct
disorders.

Mothers were assigned to either a videotape modeling group

discussion program or an individual therapy program.

Both groups of

treated mothers showed significant attitudinal and behavioral im prove
ments compared with untreated controls.

In addition, the children in the

tw o treatm ent groups showed reductions in child noncompliance com 
pared w ith control children.

A t a 1-year follow-up, no significant differ

ences w ere found betw een the treatm ent groups, the mothers' changes
in behaviors had been maintained, and the children continued to show
reduced noncompliant and deviant behaviors.

Total therapist tim e was

approxim ately 251 hours for the entire group receiving individual ther
apy, while 4 8 therapist hours w ere spent for the videotape modeling
group.

W ebster-Stratton suggested that a videotape modeling, therapist

led group discussion is a cost effective method to educate and foster
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change in parents' behaviors.
W ebster-Stratton, Hollinsworth, and Kolpacoff (1 9 8 9 ) conducted
an additional study to determ ine the active change-inducing ingredient of
a parent training program based on therapist-led group discussion and
videotape modeling.
problem

children

They randomly assigned families w ith conduct-

to one

of

four conditions:

an

individually

self

administered videotape modeling treatm ent (IV M ), a group discussion
videomodeling treatm ent (G D V M ), a group discussion treatm ent, and a
w aiting-list control group (CON). All three parent training programs were
shown to lead to reliable and sustained improvements at least up to 1
year for approximately tw o-thirds of the sample.

Although the G D VM

seemed to produce more consumer satisfaction and improvem ents than
the other tw o treatm ent approaches, W ebster-Stratton et al. noted that
the videotape only program (IV M ) sustained its effectiveness over time
and was comparable to the other tw o treatm ent conditions.
Banigan and Mervis (1 9 8 8 ) reported the results of a study de
signed to determine w hether mothers are able to implement strategies to
stimulate their children’s language production after observing a video
program designed to teach the strategies.

They reported results which

indicated not only are mothers able to implement the language stimula
tion techniques they have observed in single viewing of a videoprogram,
but their children also react by increasing their number of verbal re
sponses. Banigan and Mervis suggested self-instructional videoprograms
could serve a crucial role in prevention, early identification, and interven
tion programs.
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Some studies,

how ever,

suggest that live delivery

of

parent

education is superior to videoprograms in facilitating behavior change
(Houts, W helan, & Peterson, 1 9 8 7 ).

In addition, other studies have

indicated that parent education including professional consultation is
superior to

prepared

videoprograms

w ithout

additional

professional

involvem ent (Warner, 1 99 1; W ebster-Stratton, 1 99 0).
Although prepared videoprograms have obvious advantages over
live modeling, including the ability to capture "naturalistic" modeling
sequences that would be difficult to create in a live clinical situation, and
a greater control of the final product because of the ease of numerous
revisions (Fisher, Reardon, & Burck, 1 9 7 6 ), questions still exist regarding
the relative educational effectiveness of videoprograms com pared to live
instruction.

Inconsistencies betw een studies suggest further com para

tive studies are necessary to help service providers select the most
efficacious and time efficient means of parent education.

Videoprograms, Parents, and Language Intervention

In recent years, commercially prepared videotapes have increas
ingly been used in parent education programs in hospitals, clinics, and
schools (Rimmerman, Levy, Levy, & Zeger, 1 9 9 0 ).

Administrators have

contended th at using videotapes is a cost effective w ay to provide serv
ices for families (Brightman et al., 1 9 8 2 ).

According to O 'D ell et al.

(1 9 8 2 ), such videotapes provide parents with consistent and condensed
inform ation, offer a medium around which professionals and parents can
interact comfortably, and serve as a focal point for discussion.
settings

clinicians

use

videoprograms

to

teach

parents

In some
language
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stimulation techniques w ithout planned additional training (Banigan &
M ervis, 1 9 8 8 ).

M ost programs w hich use prepared videoprograms to

help parents more effectively m anage behaviors or interact with children
have been evaluated positively by parents and service providers (Banigan
& M ervis,

1988; Currie, 1 97 6; Evans & Taylor, 1 9 8 0 ; Golub,

M orlan, 1 9 7 6 ; Morreau, 1972; Rimmerman et al., 1 9 9 0 ).

198 7;

For some

service providers, however, the initial purchase price of many prepared
videoprograms may seem prohibitive (Warner, 1 9 9 1 ).

If, however, these

videotape productions could be proven to effectively provide valuable
treatm ent components, such as parent education, w ithout significant
tim e requirements from professional staff, they would likely appeal to
m any service providers.
In summary, this review of related literature regarding (a) parents
and language development, (b) educational programs for parents of chil
dren w ith language delay, (c) videoprograms in adult education and
parent education, and (d) videoprograms, parents, and language inter
vention indicates a need for further empirical studies in each of these
areas.

The review also lends support to the following statem ents which

lead to the conclusion that further study of the effectiveness of video
programs for parent education in language intervention is w arranted.
1.

Parents and caregivers are important contributors to children's

language developm ent.
2.

There is a widespread belief that adult interactions which are

child-oriented, include language modeling, and use indirect language
stimulation techniques can facilitate communication and language devel
opm ent in children.
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3.

W ithout appropriate training, many parents do not effectively

use these interactive techniques believed to foster language develop
m ent, especially those parents of children w ith delayed language skills.
4.

Numerous parent education programs have been developed

and many have been shown to be effective in helping parents provide
intervention for their children.
5.

Commercially prepared videoprograms are elemental to several

o f these parent education programs.
6.

In many educational settings, videoprograms are as effective

as several other means of instruction.

However, inconsistencies exist

betw een studies regarding the comparative effectiveness of video in
struction.
7.

In spite of questions from service providers regarding the cost

effectiveness and validity of the use of commercially prepared video
programs, there has been little research on the efficacy of using video
programs for parent education in language intervention.
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CHAPTER III

M ETHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study w as to examine the effectiveness of
using videoprograms and individual conferences to change mothers'
verbal behavior with their preschool children who have language delay.
The method and procedures used in this study are described in Chapter
III.

Included are sample and population, setting, data collection instru

m ent, training of observers, interrater reliability, and procedures.

Sample and Population

Eighty-nine mothers whose preschool children, ages 3 6 to 59
months, w ere enrolled for speech and language therapy at the Charles
Van Riper Language, Speech, and Hearing Clinic at W estern Michigan
University in Kalamazoo, Michigan, were contacted at the clinic;
mothers declined to participate and 6 0 completed the study.

2

Subjects

participating in this study were white, had at least a high school educa
tion, resided in western Michigan, w ere betw een the ages of 2 5 and 3 9 ,
and had betw een 1 and 6 children.

All subjects w ere from monolingual

homes w here Standard English is spoken; they all possessed a valid
Michigan driver's license, and w ere judged by a speech-language pathol
ogist to have normal communication skills.

Thirty-nine of the 6 0 pre

school children receiving speech and language services w ere males and
21 w ere females; the average age of the children w as 4 9 months. All of

25
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the children w ere diagnosed w ith slow expressive language develop
ment; 6 5 % of the children also had delays in the developm ent of normal
articulation skills. The delays in speech and language developm ent could
not be attributed exclusively to mental retardation or hearing impairment
and all of the children in the study w ere able to express at least tw o to
three w ord utterances.

Setting

The Charles Van Riper Language, Speech, and Hearing Clinic is
located on the campus of Western Michigan University and is a univer
sity training clinic associated with the Departm ent of Speech Pathology
and Audiology in the College of Health and Human Services.

Western

Michigan University is a large coeducational, state-supported research
institution located in Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Each year approxim ately

1 ,8 0 0 clients receive speech-language-hearing services at the Charles
Van Riper Language, Speech, and Hearing Clinic.

Data Collection Instrument

The data collection instrument was derived from the content of
the videoprogram and the w ritten facilitator's guide published w ith and
designed to accompany the videoprogram (Sharp, 1 9 8 7 ).

The educa

tional content of the videoprogram and the guide is consistent with the
social-interactionist theories of language development which suggest
th at parents' behaviors are important in the facilitation of their children's
language developm ent (Tannock & Girolametto, 1 9 9 2 ).

A number of the

behaviors believed to be particularly facilitative of children's language
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developm ent are directly discussed, modeled, and recommended for
parent use in the 30-m inute videoprogram, Let's Talk:

First Steps to

Conversation. Ten of these verbal behaviors w ere selected for observa
tion in the study.

The frequency of these 10 targeted verbal behaviors

used by mothers in the four study groups were coded and tallied on the
data collection instrument are contained in Appendix C.

The behaviors

and the descriptions used by the trained observers are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1
Behaviors and Descriptions Coded by Trained Observers

Behaviors

Description

1.

Comm ent regarding
w h at child sees

Adult acts as a broadcaster. Adult
observes w h at child sees and describes
it to the child w ithout expecting or
demanding a response.

2.

Comm ent regarding
child's actions

Adult observes action of child and
describes it. 1 and 2 are term ed Infor
mation Talk in Let's Talk: First Steps
to Conversation.

3.

Repetition of child's
utterance/correct
model

A repetition of the exact utterance of
child with correct articulation (child:
"a tat," mother: "a cat")

4.

Addition to child's
utterance

The adult responds to a child's utter
ance with additional relevant words,
(child: "Car goes fast," mother:
"and far")

5.

Repetition plus
expansion of child's
utterance

Adult uses child's words in a more
complete phrase or sentence (child:
"dow n," mother: "Yes, the puzzle
piece fell dow n")
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Table 1-Continued
Behaviors

Description

6.

Open-ended question

Question that has many possible
answers. A question that encourages
children to respond w ith more than one
word and stimulates thinking. (M ay
begin w ith "I wonder," "How," or "Tell
me about")

7.

Demand for a response

The adult says, "Say

8.

Closed question
(requiring a single
word response)

Question that elicits one or tw o word re
sponse. Adult typically knows answer.
(Mother: "W hat's this?")

9.

"No" in response to
child's speech errors

Adult says "No," in response to a
child's speech error (child: fee tookies,"
mother: "No, three cookies")

Interruption of child's
speech to correct

Adult doesn't allow child to complete
utterance, but interrupts with correct
speech model (child: "Him go to . . . ,"
mother inserts: "He goes to" before
child is finished speaking)

10.

Training of Observers

Six m aster's level graduate

students

(three

pairs)

in speech

pathology who w ere familiar w ith the transcription of language samples
received additional training for the observation, transcription, and coding
processes used in the study.

The students received w ritten coding

instructions (see Appendix F) and participated in tw o group practice
sessions involving the use of videotapes, audiotapes, and live modeling
designed to enhance the reliability of the coding of the transcripts on the
data collection instrument.
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All maternal utterances and all child utterances judged by trained
observers as necessary for coding during the tw o play sessions w ere
transcribed along with contextual notes.

Since the observers w orked in

pairs, 8 0 % of the transcripts were fully reviewed by a trained transcriber
prior to analysis.

In addition, tw o of the trained observers independently

coded 5 0 % of the transcripts on the data collection instrument attached
as Appendix C; the remaining 5 0 % w ere independently coded by three
trained observers.

Reliability

Reliability coefficients w ere obtained for 4 0 % of the coded tran
scripts th a t cover each of the 10 categories of verbal behaviors.

From

8 4 % to 1 0 0 % of coding judgments were found to be in agreem ent by
pairs of trained observers. Table 2 reports these reliability coefficients.

Procedures

Subsequent to approval by W estern Michigan University’s Human
Subjects Institutional Review Board (HSIRB), attached as Appendix A,
participants w ere recruited through direct contact w ith faculty clinical
supervisors at the Charles Van Riper Language, Speech, and Hearing
Clinic. The clinical supervisors received a letter explaining the study and
requesting th at they discuss it with their clients appropriate to the re
search (i.e., mothers of preschool children who have speech and lan
guage delay).

The supervisors provided a list of clients who agreed to

be contacted by phone regarding the study.

The researcher contacted

those clients by phone and explained the purpose and procedures of the
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Table 2
Percentage Reliability Coefficients by Pairs

Behaviors

Pair A
%

Pair B
%

Pair C
%

Total
%

Com m ent regarding w hat
child sees

87

92

84

88

Com m ent regarding child’s
actions

88

91

84

88

Repetition of child's utterance/
correct model

94

90

92

92

4.

Addition to child's utterance

85

84

89

86

5.

Repetition plus expansion of
child's utterance

95

97

96

96

6.

Open-ended question

93

97

98

96

7.

Demand for a response

1 00

97

96

98

8.

Closed question (requiring a
single w ord response)

95

95

95

95

100

97

92

96

Interruption of child's speech
to correct

93

87

98

93

Totals

93

93

92

93

1.

2.

3.

9.

10.

"No" in response to child's
speech errors

study and the participants w ere asked to participate on a voluntary
basis.

Arrangem ent for the administration of the research procedures

were made.

Each participant read instructions to participants and signed

an informed consent form describing the study attached as Appendix B.
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Each participant was randomly assigned to one of four groups of m oth
ers as listed in Table 3.

Table 3
Randomly Assigned Groups

Group

n

Treatment

Group A

15

View ed 30-m inute videooroaram . Let's
Talk: First Steps to Conversation.

Group B

15

View ed 30-m inute videooroaram. Let's
Talk: First Steos to Conversation and
participated in a 15-m inute discussion
w ith a speech-language pathologist.

Group C

15

Participated in a 30-m inute personal
conference with a speech-language
pathologist regarding the content of the
videoprogram.

Group D

15

Control g ro u p -n o treatm ent.

Each participant was asked to play and converse naturally with
her child for 15 minutes on tw o occasions, 1 w eek apart.

During the

tw o play sessions, the conversations betw een the mothers and children
w ere audiotaped.

A trained observer viewed the conversations through

a one-w ay mirror in order to provide accurate contextual notes to assist
in the coding of the language samples.

Immediately following the first

audiotaped play session, one group of mothers viewed a 30-m inute
videoprogram entitled, Let's Talk:

First Steps to Conversation."

The

second group of mothers view ed the videoprogram and immediately
following the viewing, engaged in a 15-m inute discussion of the content
in the videoprogram w ith a speech-language pathologist.

A third group
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of m others did not view the videoprogram , but discussed the content of
the program with a speech-language pathologist in a 30-m inute individ
ual conference.

A fourth group of mothers was placed in a control

group receiving no parent education program betw een audiotaping ses
sions.

All participants were given the opportunity to view the videopro

gram and consult w ith a speech-language pathologist following the
second audiotaped session with their child.
For all participants, 1 w eek subsequent to the first audiotaped
play session, the second 15-m inute mother-child play session w as audio
taped.

The time of day, place, and materials used were consistent

through the tw o play sessions for all participants.
The form at of the conference for the participants who did not
view the videoprogram but instead participated in a 30-m inute individual
conference with a speech-language pathologist was consistent in con
tent; an outline of the script used w ith these individuals (Group C) is
attached as Appendix D.

An outline of the script followed w ith the

group of subjects who viewed the videoprogram and engaged in a 15minute discussion w ith a speech-language pathologist is attached as
Appendix E.

However, the discussions with the individual subjects in

this group (Group B) w ere often guided by questions introduced by the
individual subjects regarding the content of the videoprogram.

There

fore, these discussions were not consistent in content for all subjects.
Trained observers transcribed all maternal utterances from the tw o
audiotaped sessions and included on the transcripts all contextual infor
mation obtained during the observations. The children's utterances were
also transcribed when judged necessary for accurate coding by the
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trained observers.

Two sample coded transcripts

are attached

Appendix G.
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CHAPTER IV

REPORTING OF FINDINGS
The purpose of this study w as to exam ine the effectiveness of
using prepared videoprograms and personal conferences for educating
m others to use indirect language stimulation techniques w ith children
w ho have speech and language delays.

Results of the Hypotheses

Null Hypothesis 1:

There will be no difference betw een the

number of indirect language stimulation techniques used by mothers
w ho view the videoprogram and the number of indirect language stim u
lation techniques used by mothers who do not view the videoprogram.
A one-w ay analysis of variance indicated no significant difference
(fi ^

.0 5 ) in total numbers of indirect language stimulation techniques

used by mothers who view ed the videoprogram and those m others who
did not v iew the videoprogram (see Table 4).
The

indirect

language

stimulation

behaviors) measured are as follows:

techniques

(positive

verbal

(a) com m ent regarding w h a t child

sees, (b) com m ent regarding child's actions, (c) repetition of child's
utterance, (d) addition to child's utterance, (e) repetition plus expansion
of child's utterance, and (f) open-ended question.
In addition, no significant differences (g ^ .05) w ere found in the
total numbers of negative verbal behaviors used by mothers w ho view ed

34
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Table 4
O ne-W ay Analysis of Variance of the Four Groups' Total
Number of Positive Language Stimulation Techniques

df

Sum of
squares

Mean
square

F

3

8 0 6 .8 5 0

2 8 6 .9 5 0

2 .0 6

Error

56

7 3 2 0 .4 0 0

1 3 0 .7 2 1

Corrected total

59

8 1 2 7 .2 5

Source

Groups

.1 1 6 2

the videoprogram and mothers who did not view the videoprogram. The
negative verbal behaviors are as follows:

(a) demand for a response, (b)

closed question (requiring a single word response), (c) use of "no" in
response to child's speech errors, and (d) interruption of child's speech.
The null hypothesis was supported by the findings.

The means

and standard deviations of each of the verbal behaviors coded are shown
in Table 5.
Null Hypothesis 2:

There will be no difference in the number of

indirect language stimulation techniques used by mothers who view the
videoprogram and the number of indirect language stimulation tech
niques used by mothers who view the videoprogram and also participate
in a follow -up conference with a trained professional.
A one-w ay analysis of variance indicated no significant difference
(£ < .05) betw een these groups for either the positive verbal behaviors
or the negative verbal behaviors, supporting the acceptance of the null
hypothesis.
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Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations by Frequency of Maternal Use of 10 Coded Behaviors by Group
Pretreatment and Posttreatment

G roup B

Group A

Behavior

Pre

M ea n

Pre

Post

SD

M ean

SD

M ean

Group C

Post

SD

M ean

Pre

G roup D

Pre

Post

SD

M ean

SD

M ean

SD

M ean

Post

SD

M ean

SD

1

7 .0 7

7 .2 4

7 .7 3

8 .0 1

7 .5 3

3 .5 8

7 .2 0

5 .2 5

1 2 .7 3

1 2 .2 2

1 5 .1 3

1 1 .5 6

9 .0 0

3 .2 1

1 0 .2 0

9 .6 1

2

6 .4 7

9 .2 6

6 .9 3

8 .8 6

4 .5 3

4 .6 1

6 .2 0

7 .4 3

1 3 .8 7

1 4 .0 7

1 6 .4 7

1 0 .1 2

8 .6 0

6 .3 7

8 .1 3

8 .1 0

3

0 .7 3

1 .1 6

0 .7 3

0 .9 6

0 .8 7

1 .3 0

2 .4 0

5 .5 8

3 .4 0

3 .8 7

4 .4 0

5 .2 6

0 .4 7

1 .3 6

1 .3 3

2 .1 9

4

2 .4 0

3 .7 4

1 .5 3

2 .2 0

1 .4 0

2 .0 3

1 .4 7

2 .2 3

1 .2 7

1 .2 2

1 .0 7

1 .3 3

1 .4 7

1 .8 8

1 .4 7

2 .2 0

5

5 .5 3

6 .8 8

4 .4 7

6 .7 2

1 .8 0

2 .9 3

3 .0 7

6 .2 3

5 .5 3

6 .8 4

7 .7 3

7 .2 9

2 .8 0

2 .7 8

2 .5 3

3 .3 4

6

6 .0 7

4 .6 5

5 .2 0

4 .1 8

3 .2 0

2 .3 4

4 .8 0

5 .2 8

8 .0 0

5 .6 6

8 .1 3

4 .4 2

5 .1 3

6 .5 6

6 .5 3

5 .0 3

7

1 .9 3

3 .4 3

1 .8 7

3 .8 3

4 .0 0

7 .4 5

2 .6 7

4 .4 3

1 .4 0

3 .4 4

0 .3 3

0 .8 2

3 .5 3

6 .0 5

5 .5 3

7 .5 7

8

2 6 .8 7

1 0 .7 2

2 7 .1 0

9 .8 6

2 8 .4 0

1 8 .5 9

2 3 .9 3

1 8 .0 8

3 0 .6 0

1 7 .8 3

2 6 .1 3

1 4 .4 9

1 9 .4 7

1 0 .9 2

2 2 .0 0

9 .4 1

9

1 .2 7

1 .5 8

0 .6 7

1 .0 5

0 .8 7

1 .6 0

1 .0 0

2 .0 0

1 .6 7

2 .4 1

0 .4 0

0 .6 3

0 .2 7

0 .5 9

1 .1 3

1 .1 3

10

0 .0 7

0 .2 6

0 .1 3

0 .3 5

0 .2 0

0 .5 6

0 .3 3

0 .6 2

0 .2 7

0 .4 6

0 .2 0

0 .4 1

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .2 7

0 .4 6

03
CJ)
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Null Hypothesis 3:

There will be no difference in the number of

indirect language stimulation techniques used by mothers who view the
videoprogram and also participate in a follow-up conference w ith a
professional and the number of indirect language stimulation techniques
used by mothers who do not view the videoprogram, but participate in a
single individual 30-m inute

consultation

with

a trained

professional

regarding the information presented in the videoprogram.
A one-w ay analysis of variance did not support a significant dif
ference (fi <

.05) betw een these groups for the positive verbal be

haviors and no significant difference (p. <

.05) for the negative verbal

behaviors w as indicated. This null hypothesis is supported.

Results of Research Questions

The first question in this study asked w hether videoprograms
designed for parent education are effective in changing the verbal be
havior of mothers with their preschool children who have delayed lan
guage developm ent.

The results indicated no significant difference (p

< .0 5 ) in the total numbers of specific verbal behaviors used by mothers
who view ed the videoprogram and the total numbers of specific verbal
behaviors of mothers who did not view the videoprogram.
The second research question asked w hether a follow-up discus
sion w ith a professional enhances the effectiveness of videoprograms in
changing the verbal behavior of mothers with their preschool children
who have delayed language developm ent.

The results of a one-w ay

analysis of variance indicated th at there was no significant difference
(p ^ .05) betw een the group of mothers who view ed the videoprogram
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and those who viewed the videoprogram and also participated in a
follow -up discussion w ith a professional in the number of indirect lan
guage stimulation techniques used.
The final research question asked w hether or not videoprograms
designed for parent education in language intervention are more effective
than an individual conference with a professional in changing the verbal
behavior of mothers with their preschool children with delayed speech
and language development.

Again, no significant difference w as re

vealed on a one-w ay analysis of variance (p <

.05) betw een the total

number of specific verbal behaviors used by mothers w ho view ed a
videoprogram and those w ho participated in an individual conference
w ith a professional.
The one-w ay analysis of variance did indicate a significant dif
ference (p < .05) between the groups of mothers in the total number of
negative verbal behaviors used with their children as reported in Table 6.

Table 6
O ne-W ay Analysis of Variance of the Four Groups'
Total Number of Negative Verbal Behaviors

Source

df

Sum of
squares

Mean
square

F

2 .9 4

3

1 4 6 5 .5 1 6

4 8 8 .5 0 5 5

Error

56

9 2 8 9 .7 3 3

1 6 5 .8 8 8 0

Corrected total

59

1 0 7 5 5 .2 5 0

Groups

.0 4 0 7 *

* p < .0 5 .
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Because a significant difference w as indicated betw een at least
tw o groups in the total number of negative verbal behaviors used, a
pairwise m ethod, least squares means (see Table 7) w as performed to
ascertain the different groups.

The pairwise comparison test revealed

statistically significant differences (q

£

.05) betw een Group B and

Group D and betw een Group C and Group D in the total number of
negative verbal behaviors used by the mothers w ith their children.

The

mothers in Group D increased the number of negative verbal behaviors
w ith their children in the pre- and posttreatm ent samples, while the
mothers in Group B and Group C decreased their use of the negative
verbal behaviors. There were no significant differences (g < .05) found
betw een any of the three treatm ent groups for this set of behaviors.
However, Group A was the only treatm ent group which was not found
to be significantly different from the control group in the total number of
negative verbal behaviors used.

Table 7
Least Squares Means Analysis of Combined Negative Verbal
Behaviors (Coded Behaviors 7 -10) by Groups

Group

Differences
in means

Group A

-0 .2 6 6

Group B

-5 .5 3 3

Group C

-6 .8 6 6

Group D

5 .6 6 0
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of
using prepared videoprograms and personal conferences for educating
parents to use indirect language stimulation techniques with children
w ho have delays in speech and language developm ent. Sixty mothers of
children receiving speech and language therapy w ere randomly assigned
to one of four groups.

All mothers were audiotape recorded for 15

minutes while conversing with their children during tw o play sessions
one w eek apart, at the Charles Van Riper Language Speech and Hearing
Center on the campus of W estern Michigan University in Kalamazoo,
Michigan.

The language samples collected from the mothers during the

tw o audiotaped play sessions were transcribed and coded for 10 verbal
behaviors discussed in the videoprogram. Immediately following the first
audiotaped play session, the three groups of mothers received the fol
lowing treatm ents, while Group D participated as a control group with
no intervening parent education program.
Group A view ed a 30-m inute videoprogram, Let's Talk:

First

Steps to Conversation.
Group B viewed the 30-m inute videoprogram and subsequently
discussed, for 15 minutes, the content of the videoprogram w ith a
speech-language pathologist.

40
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Group C participated in a 30-m inute conference with a speechlanguage pathologist regarding the content of the videoprogram.
Differences for each group in the frequency of m others' use of
targeted verbal behaviors with their children during the tw o audiotaped
play sessions w ere statistically analyzed.

Discussion

Statistical analyses performed on the total sample revealed no
significant differences among any of the groups in the acquisition of the
six indirect language stimulation techniques.

However, mothers who

received some personal instruction from a professional decreased the
number of verbal behaviors termed negative in this study.
tive verbal behaviors included:

These nega

(a) demanding a response (e.g., "Say

dog"), (b) saying "No" in response to a child's verbal attem pts, (c)
asking questions which require a one word response (e.g.,

"W hat's

that?"), and (d) interrupting the child's speech. The mothers in Group A,
w ho view ed the videoprogram only, did not alter the number of positive
or negative verbal behaviors used with their children in the pre- and
posttreatm ent samples.

Therefore, these results suggest that to make

even small changes in the verbal behaviors of mothers w ith their pre
school children, personal professional conferences with the mothers is
cardinal.
In spite of the encouragem ent through the videoprogram and the
personal conferences for the mothers to increase the number of six
indirect language stimulation techniques with their children, the mothers
did not increase their use of any of the six strategies.

Although the
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videoprogram provides instruction in the use of these techniques and
provides models for their use with young children, it also notes that
adults usually need to practice in order to include them naturally into
conversations with children.

The w eek separating the view ing of the

videoprogram or the personal conferences and the second audiotaped
recording allowed time for the mothers to practice the techniques with
their children.

It is possible that the techniques demonstrated w ere too

difficult to learn and apply after only one instructional session.

This is

an especially important finding as more complex language stimulation
techniques than addressed in this study are often recommended in
parent education programs in language intervention (Fey, 1 9 9 3 ).
In addition, the mothers were aw are that the purpose of the study
w as to determine the effectiveness of videoprograms and personal
conferences in helping parents communicate more effectively w ith their
children w ho have speech and language delays. All mothers w ere atten
tive while w atching the videoprogram; all said they enjoyed view ing it
and described the videoprogram as helpful.

Consequently, the limited

am ount of change in the mothers of children with delayed speech and
language developm ent is not likely to be related to the quality of the
videoprogram .

It is possible, however, that the videoprogram and, thus,

the follow -up discussion and 30-m inute conference, recommended too
m any behavioral changes for the mothers to easily recall, differentiate,
and apply after only one session.

In addition, the mothers' comments

suggested that they valued the techniques/strategies dem onstrated in
the videoprogram.
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According to W hitehurst, Falco et al. (1 9 8 8 ), most parents do not
use an optimal number of indirect language stimulation techniques with
their children.

Therefore, the suggestion that these mothers may have

already been using a maximal number of indirect language stimulation
techniques is improbable.

The fact th at some of the mothers may have

been using a normal number of the positive verbal behaviors does not
preclude an increase in their use of the techniques as instructed in the
three treatm ents in this study.

Also, the behavior of the mothers indi

cated they w ere motivated to help their children improve their speech
and language skills (e.g., transporting them to a clinic for 50-m inute
therapy sessions tw ice a w eek and volunteering for a study requiring
their tim e).

Thus, of Bandura's (1 9 7 7 ) four components mediating

observation learning:

(1) attention to modeled events, (2) retention of

w h a t is observed, (3) ability to replicate modeled behaviors, and (4)
m otivation to reproduce those behaviors, only retention and ability to
replicate modeled behaviors seem applicable to the results of this study.
According to these results, a single attem pt to educate mothers to
increase their use of indirect language stimulation techniques by means
of a videoprogram, a videoprogram with a personal discussion, or a
personal professional conference may not be sufficient to facilitate the
changes. The decreases in the number of negative verbal behaviors w ith
their children by only those mothers who had personal instructions from
a professional indicate that personal professional conferences must be an
integral com ponent of parent education programs in language interven
tion.
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Limitations of the Study

One possible limitation of the study involved the method of data
collection.

As discussed in Chapter III, audiotape recordings w ere used

to collect the language samples from the mother-child dyads.

Contextu

al notes by an observer w ere used to supplement the audiotape record
ing to assist in the coding process. The use of audiotape was chosen to
allow for a more natural play situation, following tw o attem pts to use
videotape recording in which the mothers w ere obviously distracted by
and concerned about the videotaping process.

A videotaped language

sampling procedure could have allowed more thorough analysis of the
parent-child interactions including eye contact and physical positioning;
however, coder reliability was high for the audiotaped verbal behaviors
selected in this study.
Generalization of the results to other prepared videoprograms is
difficult because of the impact of content on the effectiveness of video
training programs.

Also, different populations may reveal varied results;

the videoprogram addresses parents, teachers, and caregivers.

For

example, verbal interactions betw een certain family members, especially
mothers and children, may be more difficult to alter than interactions
betw een fathers, teachers, or caregivers with children.
An additional limitation of the study is a lack of long-term follow up data.

It is unknown how the significant effects of the treatm ents will

last over time.
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Implications for Further Research

Strategies for interventions w ith families of children w ith speech
and language delays have rarely been studied (Fey, 1 9 9 3 ).

Efficacy

studies of parent education programs in language intervention should be
com m on.

If a 30-m inute professional conference and a videoprogram

have limited impact on m other's verbal behaviors, questions still exist
regarding w h at strategies will better help mothers learn and apply posi
tive techniques with their children.

The amount of time and practice

required of parents to learn and apply new language intervention tech
niques w ith their children is still unknown.

The resources necessary to

provide optimal parent education in this area also need further explora
tion.
The results of this study illustrate th at even though a treatm ent
strategy may appear to be well developed and is evaluated positively by
the recipients of the treatm ent, it m ay not be effective in changing
targeted behaviors.

Questions regarding the effectiveness of w ritten,

audiotaped, or videotaped training materials for parent education in
language intervention should be addressed.

To be assured th at their

efforts are effective, service providers need empirically proven tools and
strategies to use w ith families of children with disabilities.

Also, the

differences found in the decreased use of negative verbal behaviors by
the mothers who received a personal conference w ith a professional
indicate a need for further comparisons of personal instruction w ith other
technological or w ritten instructional methods.
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Summary and Conclusions of the Study

Significant differences w ere found to exist in the number of nega
tive behaviors used betw een the mothers in the control group and the
mothers in the tw o groups receiving personal instruction from a speech
language pathologist.

The mothers in the tw o treatm ent groups de

creased their use of negative verbal behaviors while the control group
increased their use of negative verbal behaviors in the second language
sampling. W hile there may be other mitigating factors that influence the
use of positive verbal behaviors in mother-child interactions, the de
crease in negative behaviors m ay allow for more opportunity for positive
behaviors to occur.

In addition, those mothers who rarely use negative

verbal behaviors may be more receptive to increasing their range of
positive verbal interaction skills. The group of mothers only viewing the
videoprogram did not alter their use of negative verbal behaviors.
The findings indicate th a t a single viewing of a videoprogram
designed for parent education in language intervention m ay not provide a
major impact on increasing the use of positive verbal behaviors of m oth
ers w ith their preschool children who have delayed speech and language
developm ent. Also, the addition of a follow-up discussion with a profes
sional does not seem to enhance the effectiveness of the videoprogram
in facilitating the acquisition of positive verbal behaviors by mothers with
their preschool children.

There was also no evidence to support that a

single 30-m inute conference w ith a professional regarding the content of
the videoprogram resulted in significant differences in the verbal be
haviors of mothers from those of mothers in the other tw o treatm ent
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groups.
In conclusion, this study provided data indicating the use of
personal professional interactions w ith mothers of children with speech
and language delays is central to the delivery of effective parent educa
tion in language intervention.

The potential use of videoprograms as a

m odality for parent education in this area seems to have merit when
coupled with parent-professional interactions.

Service providers, in their

quest for the most time efficient means for educating parents, should
proceed with caution.

It is im portant to avoid assumptions that parents

have learned to apply behaviors targeted by various educational m eth
ods.

Parents may express satisfaction with teaching strategies and

indicate knowledge about targeted verbal behaviors, yet find application
of the behaviors difficult. Careful assessment of the parents' acquisition
of targeted skills with their children and ongoing parent-professional
collaboration through frequent interactions may be requisite to ensure
meaningful changes.
Quality videoprograms may provide stimulating educational cont
ent, as indicated by the subjects' positive reviews of the videoprogram
in this sample.

Parent-professional conferences may then allow for reit

eration, clarification, and problem solving regarding generalization of
principles

learned

dem onstrated in it.

from

the

videoprogram

but

not

specifically

W ebster-Stratton (1 9 9 0 ) reported th at professional

conferences helped customize the tailoring of the principles dem onstrat
ed in the video and allowed for the best fit in addressing the unique
problems and needs of each family.
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According to Fey (1 9 9 3 ), parents can be trained to use specific
speech and language intervention techniques w ith impressive subse
quent results in gains in expressive language skills by the children.

The

parent intervention program used in Fey's research included parent
observation of clinician demonstration, participation in role play exercis
es, involvem ent in group discussions in 12 w eekly group sessions, and
three professional home visits.

The parents also received individual

conferences with professionals to receive feedback and have opportunity
for follow -up discussions.

In spite of the time necessary for the profes

sionals to plan and implement such a highly comprehensive parent
education program, Fey concluded a parent treatm ent program can be an
extrem ely cost-effective means of language intervention.
Another model of effective language intervention could include a
fam ily systems approach, in which psychologists or counselors and
speech language pathologists m eet regularly with families of children
w ho have delays in speech and language developm ent (Andrew s &
Andrew s, 1 99 0; Morris & Warner, 1986)

In this model not only can the

child's speech and language needs be a focus of parent-professional
collaboration, but also issues can be addressed which are not typically
considered within the professional boundaries of the speech-language
pathologist, but which have direct impact on the child's speech and
language developm ent (e.g., marital, sibling, mental health, vocational
problems).

Videoprograms m ay be among the tools used by the psy

chologists or speech-language pathologists to help facilitate positive
behavioral changes.

This model also requires a significant am ount of

com m itm ent from professionals and parents, but m ay be a tim e and cost
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effective means of language intervention if gains are accelerated when
compared w ith a traditional clinician treatm ent program w ith less parent
involvem ent.
Finally, the cost and time effectiveness of treatm ent methods in
education and health care seem to be of high national interest.

Educat

ing parents to provide needed therapeutic interventions has been shown
to be a cost-effective, valid means to help children develop language
skills (Fey, 199 3; M acDonald, 1 9 8 9 ).

To ensure th at parents are effec

tively educated to perform these therapeutic functions, this study sup
ports a need for the developm ent and empirical testing of parent educa
tion methods in language intervention.
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Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008-3B99

W estern M ic h ig a n U niver sity

Date:

June 23, 1993

To:

Candis Warner

From: M. Michele Burnette, Chair
Re:

Mr\TywC^ic£u&

HSIRB Project Number 92-06-06

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled "The effectiveness of
consultation and prepared videoprograms in parent education" has been approved following full
review by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board. The conditions and duration of this
approval are specified in the Policies of Western Michigan University. You may now begin to
implement the research as described in the approval application.
You must seek reapproval for any changes in this design. You must also seek reapproval if the
project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.

Approval Termination:

xc:

June 23, 1994

Morris, CECP
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CONSULTATION AND VIDEOPROGRAMS
IN PARENT EDUCATION
PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR: CANDIS WARNER
OFFICE PHONE NUMBER: 387-8063
INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS
To be read to potential participants prior to showing them
the Informed Consent
We are conducting a study to determine the effectiveness of a
videoprogram designed to teach parents strategies to stimulate their
child's language development. We are also attempting to study the
effectiveness of an individual consultation session with a speech language
pathologist for teaching language stimulation techniques. We are
attempting to learn how professionals can best help parents promote their
children's speech and language development.
Participants will be asked to play with their child for fifteen minutes on
two occasions, one week apart. During these two play sessions an
audiotape recorder will record the parent-child conversations. We ask
parents to play and converse with their child as they do normally.
No participant will be identified by name. We will assign numbers to each
participant. While we might write about the study, only group information
will be reported and names will never be used.
Between the two taping sessions, some parents will view a 30 minute
videotape recording entitled “Good Talking With You: First Steps to
Conversation"; some parents will meet with a speech language pathologist
for 15 to 30 minutes to discuss how families can best help children
develop language skills. All participants are invited to view the videotape
program and consult with a speech language pathologist following their
second audiotaped play session with their child. You may withdraw from
the study at any time without penalty.
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Informed Consent
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Dear Participant,
This study involves research on the effectiveness o f videoprograms
and conferences with professionals. All participants will view the
videoprogram, "Good Talking With You: First Steps to Conversation",
which is designed to educate parents in the use of indirect language
stimulation techniques with their young children. Some participants
will participate in a follow-up discussion or a conference with a
professional regarding the content of the videoprogram. You will be
audiotaped playing with your child for fifteen minutes on two
occasions, one week apart. Results of the study will have
implications fo r speech-language pathologists and other clinicians
who work with families and children.
Participants will be at no risk. You will not be asked to identify
yourself by name. Participants will be identified by number. Data
from this study will be reported in group form to further ensure that
individual participants will not be identified.
Your participation is
voluntary and you may discontinue your participation at any time
w ithout penalty. Refusal to participate in the study will not involve
any negative consequences or affect your services at this clinic in
any way.
If you have questions regarding your participation in this study,
please contact the investigator at 3 8 7 -8 0 6 3 .
S incerely,

Candis Warner, M.A.
Assistant Professor
Principal In vestigator

I , _____________________________ have read this statem ent, have had
all my questions answered, and agree to participate.
Date:______________________________________________________________
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUM EN T

Behaviors

1.

Com m ent regarding
w h at child sees

2.

Com m ent regarding
child's actions

3.

Repetition of child's
utterance/correct model

4.

Addition to child's
utterance

5.

Repetition plus expan
sion of child's utterance

6.

Open-ended question

7.

Demand for a response

8.

Closed question
(requiring a single
word response)

9.

"NO" in response to
child's speech errors

10.

Pretest

Total

Posttest

Total

Interruption of child's
speech to correct

SUBJECT #

GROUP

DATE
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O UTLINE/SCRIPT OF PERSONAL IN D IVID U A L CO NFERENCES-G RO UP C
3 0 M INUTES

I.

Introduce Importance of Adults and Child Language Skills
Parents are important especially for their child's language develop
m ent in the preschool years. Children need to be quite proficient in
language skills for success in the early years of elem entary school.
Our educational system is built around language proficiency.
School will be easier for those w ho can talk and express them selves
clearly, follow rules, and know how to use language to get along
w ith each others. Children need language skills to learn to read and
write.
Conversations are an on-the-job training for language developm ent.
All conversations are considered language laboratories. You can
talk about normal daily activities. Through conversations children
can learn how sentences are put together. They learn new vocabu
lary to describe their world. Kids love conversations w ith adults.
They often just light up when adults show real interest through
conversations with them .
Children learn to negotiate and use
w ords to solve problems through conversations.

II.

Discuss Conversations
A. Get on child's level (demonstrate)

B.

1.

Eye contact

2.

Facial expressions, voice, and gestures signal interest

Focus on child's present activity
1. The example described a busy mother taking time out to sit
dow n with child's toys and show interest
2.

Children know when w e are giving cursory interest

3.

Information talk: describe w h at child sees and does
a.

Give no pressure for child to talk

b.

Say the words for w hat child is doing

c.

Do not expect or demand a response

d.

Accept silence

e.

Use play to help child learn language
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Outline/Script of Personal Individual Conferences-Group C
30 Minutes (Continued)
Children do not need to respond verbally to benefit from our verbal
izations, especially if they are absorbed in play or do not have the
words to respond.
Children w ho speak well can get our attention and engage us in
conversation. Children w ho have limited speech need our conversa
tions even more to help them develop the skills.
C.

Limit closed questions
1.

Questions requiring single word responses

2. A nsw er is not goal
3.
D.

Conversation is goal

Encourage indirect corrections
1. All children make language and speech errors.
2.

3.

E.

Direct corrections can stop conversations
a.

Articulation direct correction ("No. not thun, sun")

b.

Language form direct correction ("No, not her do it, she
does it")

Indirect modeling can facilitate language developm ent
a.

Articulation model

b.

Sentence structure model

Restate general principles
1.

Show your interest

2.

Describe w hat child is doing or seeing

3.

Limit closed questions

4.

Use open ended questions

5.

Describe w hat child is doing

6.

Use indirect correction
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Outline/Script of Personal Individual Conferences-Group C
30 Minutes (Continued)
III.

Restate positive verbal behaviors
A. Com m ent regarding w h at child sees
B.

Com m ent regarding child's actions

C. Repetition of child's utterance
D. Addition to child's utterance

IV.

E.

Repetition plus expansion of child's utterance

F.

Open-ended question

Restate negative verbal behaviors
A. Demand for a response

V.

B.

Closed question (requiring a single word response)

C.

Use of "NO" in response to child's speech errors

D.

Interruption of child's speech

Respond to questions from participants
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OUTLINE/SCRIPT FOR FOLLOW-UP D IS C U S S IO N -S U B JE C T GROUP B
15 M IN UTES

I.

Request for questions
A. Content of videoprogram
B.

Persona! application

C.

Value of techniques

II. Restatem ent of positive verbal behaviors
A. Com m ent regarding w h a t child sees
B.

Com m ent regarding child's actions

C.

Repetition of child's utterance

D. Addition to child's utterance

III.

E.

Repetition plus expansion of child's utterance

F.

Open-ended question

Restatem ent of negative verbal behaviors
A. Demand for a response
B.

Closed question (requiring a single word response)

C.

Use of "NO" in response to child's speech errors

C.

Interruption of child's speech
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Written Coding Instructions for Graduate Assistants
Coding of the transcripts requires contextual notes. Be sure to take thorough notes
regarding the physical positions of the mother and child during the speaking sequences;
the child's attention is most important for accurate coding. It is important to document
whether the mother is trying to redirect the child from what the child is doing or seeing
or whether she attends and responds to the activity chosen by the child. Behaviors 1 and
2 are behaviors which require special attention to the physical details of the
communicative interaction. Is the mother saying, "I like the green shirt" when the child
is playing with a truck on the floor, or is she commenting on a shirt they both see in a
book? Do they have joint attention? Is the mother following the child's lead and giving
attention to the child's play.
The transcripts shculd include all of the mothers' utterances. The child's
utterances necessary for coding should also be transcribed as they occur. You will find
that you can do some preliminary coding as you observe and take notes to help you with
the final coding of the transcripts.
Each utterance will not be coded. Only those utterances which qualify for coding
under the criteria discussed below or during your training can be coded. Some
utterances may have two codes. For example, if the child says "cow down", and the
mother says, "You pushed the cow down", this statement could qualify for coding on
Behavior 1 and Behavior 5.
Coding instructions for the 10 Targeted Behaviors
Behavior 1-Criteria for coding
1. The adult acts as a broadcaster. She describes what the child observes without
expecting or demanding a response. Behaviors 1 and 2 are termed Information Talk in
the videoprogram. These two behaviors are commonly called self talk or parallel talk.
2. The difference between Behavior 1 and Behavior 2 is that to be coded as
Behavior 1, the utterance must be about what the child observes versus what the child
does. For example, "The dog is wearing a hat" while both are looking at a book would be
coded as Behavior 1. Another example might be, "Wow, there are so many toys to play
with" as the child examines the toy room.
Behavior 2-Criteria for Coding
1. The mother again acts as a broadcaster. She describes what the child is doing.
She may say, "You are running around the table, I'll bet you are getting tired." Other
examples might be, "Oh, your truck is going very fast." or "I'm glad you slowed your
truck down." "I was afraid it might crash."
2. The mother must not redirect the child's attention, such as, "Come over here,
I have a nice book to read", unless the child asks for help in deciding what to do. The
mother must comment on what the child has chosen to do.
Behavior 3-Criteria for Coding.
1. Repetition of child's utterance exactly as spoken by the child.
Articulation errors should be modeled correctly. For example, if the child says "a
yam", mother says "a lamb". No additions are allowed for coding on Behavior 3.
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Behavior 4-Criteria for Coding
66
1. The mother adds additional words to the child's utterance without repeating
the utterance. She shows she comprehends child's meaning and has something to add. If
the child says " eat cookie", the mother may say "all gone" or "fast".
Behavior 5-Criteria for Coding
1. Repetition plus expansion of child’s utterance. A combination of Behaviors 3
and 4. The mother listens to the child's utterance and then uses the child’s words in a
more complete phrase or sentence. For example, if the child says, "Blocks fall down",
the mother says, "Yes, the blocks are falling down."
Behavior
1.
with such
questions

6-Criteria for Coding
Open ended questions require more than a one-word answer. They may begin
words as How..., Tell me about..., I wonder., What would happen if... These
can produce more than one kind of response.

Behavior 7-Criterion for Coding
1. Demand for a response. The mother says, "Say

."

Behavior 8-Criteria for Coding
1. Closed questions elicit a one word response. They do not keep a conversation
going. Adults usually know the answers to closed questions. For example, "What color is.
" is a closed question.
Behavior 9-Criteria for Coding
1. The mother says "No" in response to a child's speech error. For example, if
the child says, "Baby eated", the mother might say, "No, the baby ate." This is only
coded when the "No" is related to the correction of a speech or language error. This
category is not coded for other uses of "No" such as in discipline or in responding to a
question.
Behavior 10-Criteria for Coding
1. The mother does not allow the child to complete an utterance before providing
a correct speech model. For example, if the child says, "Doddie bark at
", the mother
inserts "Doggie" before the child is finished speaking. To be coded here, the mother's
utterance must start clearly before the child is finished speaking and must contain a
correction. Both mother and child speaking in tandem does not qualify for coding, unless
the mother is obviously attempting to correct the child.
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SAMPLES OF TRANSCRIPTS W ITH CODES
SAMPLE 1
COLUMN
COLUMN
COLUMN
COLUMN
COLUMN
Child’s
002

1-TAPE RECORDER COUNTER NUMBER
2-C=CHILD UTTERANCE, M=MOTHER UTTERANCE
3-UTTERANCE
4-CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION (IN CAPS AND PARENTHESES)
5-CODE FOR DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT (BEHAVIORS 1-10)
OR NC FOR NO CODE-NR=NO REDIRECTION OF ATTENTION
C.A.=3.0

C

0 0 2 .5M

Play with toy?

(LOOKING AROUND ROOM)

You want to play with the toys. These are nice toys.
What do you want to play with first?

005

C

Puzz--

006

M

The puzzle looks hardto do.

009

C

Do it.

5, 1
8

(PICKS UP PUZZLE)
I hope I can do it.

5

010

M

Don't fall off the chair. Maybe we can do it together.

2, 5

01 1

M

Oh, Oh!
(C KNOCKS TOYS OFF TABLE)
We can pick them up. You're good at picking up.
(C RETRIEVES TOY)

NC

015

C

Block stuck.

01 6

M

Its stuck under the chair. We need to find all the puzzle
pieces. What color is this one? It's red. I like the red
pieces. (C LOOKING OUT WINDOW, MOTHER ATTEMPTING
TO BRING CHILD BACK TO TABLE)
Let's play with all these nice toys. How about if we
read a book? (CHILD LOOKS AT BOOK-RETURNS TO
MOTHERS SIDE).

025

M

See the cows and pigs. (CHILD ATTENDS TO BOOK)

02 6

C

Moo and Oink

027

M

NC, 2

1, 8 ,

NC

NC

1

Yes, the cows moo and the pigs oink. You can say your animal sounds. 5, 2

028

M

Let's look over here at these pages. (REDIRECTION)

02 9

C

Dogs bite.

0 30

M

Those dogs aren't biting, they are barking at the cats.

NC

1 ,5
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031

C

032

M

Do P u zz-

69

Okay, We forgot to do the puzzle. Let's try . (CHILD
INVOLVED IN PUZZLE)

5, NC

036

M

Lei’s try this piece right here.

2

037

M

You see a place for it, right there. Goodjob, you did it

1,2.

038

M

Okay, there, see.

1

040

M

You can turn it around.

2

042

M

Its a really hard piece. Turn it around, maybe.

2

043

M

Okay, that goes there.

2

( NR)

044

M

It looks-(ABANDONED

UTTERANCE)

NC

048

M

I think it goes there. NC What do youthink? (CHILD GIVES 6
NO RESPONSE)

05 0

M

Maybe goes there.

0 51

M

That was a big sneeze. Are you okay? (CHILD SNEEZED)

2 ,8

052

M

You got me all wet.

2

05 3

C

Runny nose.

054

M

I'll say you have a runny nose. (HANDS CHILD TISSUE)

5

05 6

M

Let's wipe it again.

NC

065

M

There.

NC

065

C

Duck.

0 66

M

Truck.

3

0 67

M

You want to play with the truck now. Okay.

5

2
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Sample 2
Child's C.A. 4 years 9 months
003

IVI

What chair do you want?

8

007

MI

Let's look at this book. Don't suck on your hair.

009

C

I don want to.

010

M

You don't want to what?

8

012

M

I think you'll like to play with these toys.

1

013

M

The sun is bright on our eyes.

1

014

M

What color is the sun?

8

015

M

See the pictures in this book (ATTEMPTS TO GET
CHILD TO SHARE FOCUS-CHILD LOOKING AT DOLL)NC

016

C

I know A doll.

017

M

What's the doll's name?

018

M

What color is her hair?

8

045

M

What is the doll's name?

8

046

C

Ary.

047

M

No, Mary, Her name is Mary

049

M

What are you playing with?(DOLL)

050

C

Ary.

0 51

M

No, Mary.

9

057

M

What color is Mary's dress?

8

059

M

What color is Mary's hair?

8

060

M

Put Mary down now and let's work on
our sounds with this book.
(CHILD TURNS AWAY FROM MOTHER AND
CONTINUES TO PLAY WITH DOLL SILENTLY)

NC, 2

8

9, 5
8

NC
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